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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a technique for time series clustering using community detection in
complex networks. Firstly, we present a method to transform a set of time series into a network
using different distance functions, where each time series is represented by a vertex and the most
similar ones are connected. Then, we apply community detection algorithms to identify groups of
strongly connected vertices (called a community) and, consequently, identify time series clusters.
Still in this paper, we make a comprehensive analysis on the influence of various combinations of
time series distance functions, network generation methods and community detection techniques on
clustering results. Experimental study shows that the proposed network-based approach achieves
better results than various classic or up-to-date clustering techniques under consideration. Statis-
tical tests confirm that the proposed method outperforms some classic clustering algorithms, such
as k-medoids, diana, median-linkage and centroid-linkage in various data sets. Interestingly, the
proposed method can effectively detect shape patterns presented in time series due to the topolog-
ical structure of the underlying network constructed in the clustering process. At the same time,
other techniques fail to identify such patterns. Moreover, the proposed method is robust enough
to group time series presenting similar pattern but with time shifts and/or amplitude variations.
In summary, the main point of the proposed method is the transformation of time series from
time-space domain to topological domain. Therefore, we hope that our approach contributes not
only for time series clustering, but also for general time series analysis tasks.
Keywords:
Time series data mining, Time series clustering, Complex networks, Community detection.
1. Introduction
Time series data mining has received a lot of attention in the last years due to the ubiquity of
this kind of data. One specific task is clustering with the goal to divide a set of time series into
groups, where similar ones are put in the same cluster [12]. Such kind of problem has been observed
in many application domains like climatology, geology, health sciences, energy consumption, failure
detection, among others [35].
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The two desired aspects when performing time series clustering are effectiveness and efficiency
[34]. Effectiveness can be achieved by representation methods that should be capable of dealing
with high dimensional data. Efficiency is obtained by using distance functions and clustering
algorithms that can properly distinguish different time series in an efficient way. Keeping these
two features in mind, many clustering algorithms have been proposed and those can be broadly
classified into two approaches: data-adaptation and algorithm-adaptation [35]. The former extracts
features arrays from each time series and then applies a clustering algorithm in its original form.
The latter uses specially designed clustering algorithms to directly handle time series. In this case,
the major modification is the distance function, which should be capable of distinguishing time
series.
Complex networks form a recent and interesting research area. Here, a complex network refers
to a large scale network with non trivial connection pattern [4]. Many real-world systems can be
modeled by networks. One of the salient features in many networks is the presence of community
structure, which is represented by groups of densely connected vertices and, at the same time,
with sparse connections between groups. Detecting such structures is interesting in many real
applications. For this reason, many community detection algorithms have been developed [14] and
such algorithms present a powerful mechanism for general data mining tasks. A brief review of
community detection techniques will be given in the next section.
In the original form of time series, only the local relationship among neighbor data samples can
be easily identified, while long distance global relationship remains unknown in general. On the
other hand, time series analysis, such as time series clustering, classification or prediction, requires
not only local information, but also global knowledge to capture the pattern formation of a given
time series. Network (graph) is a powerful mechanism, which is able to characterize the relationship
between any pair or any groups of data samples. Therefore, the transformation from time series to
network representation is hopefully to present an alternative way for time series analysis. From the
technical view point, network-based clustering techniques also present attractive advantage. Up to
now, the majority of existing time series clustering techniques in literature use k -means, k -medoids
or hierarchical clustering algorithms in their original forms or modified versions. The common
feature of these algorithms is that they try to break data samples into clusters in such a way that
the partition optimizes a criterion defined by a given distance function. As a consequence, these
techniques can just find clusters of a specific shape already determined by the distance function.
For example, k -means with the Euclidean distance function can only produce Gaussian distributed
clusters. On the other hand, it has been shown that network-based clustering techniques can
capture arbitrary cluster shapes. This is because network-based techniques identify connectivity
patterns of the input data and such patterns can be any shape in the Euclidean space. Finally,
many community detection techniques have been proposed and some of them have even linear time
complexity when the constructed network is sparse [31]. This feature also makes them attractive
to time series data clustering.
In this paper, we aim to apply network science to temporal data mining. We intend to verify the
benefits of using community detection algorithms in time series data clustering. More specifically,
we propose an algorithm including 4 steps of processing: (1) data normalization; (2) distance func-
tion calculation; (3) network construction, where every vertex represents a time series connected to
its most similar ones using a distance function; (4) community detection, where each community
represents a time series cluster. In summary, this paper presents the following contributions:
• The main contribution is the proposal of using community detection in complex networks for
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time series clustering. For this purpose, we transform time series from time-space domain to
topological domain. Since network is a general representation, which has ability to charac-
terize both local and global relationship among nodes (representing data samples), therefore,
our approach is useful not only for time series clustering but also for other kinds of time
series analysis tasks. To our knowledge, applying community detection techniques for time
series clustering has not been reported in the literature;
• Extensive numerical study has been conducted in this paper. Specifically, we study, in the
time series clustering context, combinations of time series data sets, time series distance func-
tions, network construction methods and community detection algorithms. In comparison to
other time series clustering algorithms, experimental results and statistical tests show that
the network-based approach present better results.
• Last but not least, the proposed method presents some desired features when applied to real
clustering problems. It can effectively detect shape patterns presented in time series due to
the topological structure of the underlying network constructed in the clustering process. At
the same time, other techniques studied in this paper fail to identify such patterns. Moreover,
the proposed method is robust enough to group time series presenting similar pattern but
with time shifts and/or amplitude variations.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Firstly, we present in Section 2 some
background concepts and related works to this paper. In Sections 3 and 4 we present our approach
and the experimental results, respectively. Finally, we point some final remarks and future works
in Section 5.
2. Background and related works
In this section, we review the three main components of time series clustering used in this
paper: time series distance measures, clustering algorithms and community detection in networks.
2.1. Time series distance measures
We start by presenting the basic concept: time series. For simplicity and without loss of
generality, we assume that time is discrete.
Definition 1 (Time Series). A time series X is an ordered sequence of t real values X =
{x1, . . . , xt}, xi ∈ R, i ∈ N.
The main idea of clustering is to group similar objects. In order to discover which data are
similar, several distance (or dissimilarity) measures were defined in the literature. In this paper,
we use the terms “similarity” and “distance” in inverse concepts. In the case of time series distance
measures, the distance measures can be classified into four categories [12]: shape-based, edit-based,
feature-based, and structure-based.
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2.1.1. Shaped based distance measures
The first category of time series distance measures is based on the shape of the time series.
Such measures compare directly the raw data of a pair of time series. The most common measures
are the Lp norms that have the following form:
dLp(X,Y ) =
(
t∑
i=1
(xi − yi)p
) 1
p
, (1)
where p is a positive integer [38]. When p = 2, we have the so-called Euclidean distance (ED).
The Lp norms have the advantage of being intuitive, parameter-free, and linear complexity to the
length of the series for computing. The shortcoming is that these measures are sensitive to noise and
misalignment in time because a fixed pairs of data points are compared. For this reason, these type
of measures are called lock-step measures. In order to solve this problem, some elastic measures
have been developed to allow time warping and, consequently, provide robust comparison results.
Figure 1 illustrates a time series comparison made by lock-step and elastic measures, respectively.
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Figure 1: Time series comparison using lock-step and elastic measures, respectively. The total distance is proportional
to the length of the gray lines. (a) Lock-step measures compare fixed (one-to-one) pairs of elements. (b) Elastic
measures perform the alignment of the series and allow one-to-many comparisons of elements.
The most famous elastic measures is the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) that align two time series
using the shortest warping path in a distance matrix [2]. A warping path W defines a mapping
consisting of a sequence of adjacent matrix. There is a high number of path combinations and
the optimal path is the one that minimizes the global warping cost. The Short Time Series (STS)
[26] and DISSIM [15] distances are designed to deal with time series collected in different sampling
rates. The Complexity Invariant Distance (CID) [1] calculates the Euclidean distance corrected by
a complexity estimation of the series.
2.1.2. Edit Based distance measures
Edit-based distances compute the distance between two series based on the minimum number
of operations needed to transform one time series into another. This kind of measures is based
on the string edit distance (levenshtein) that counts the number of character insertions, deletions
and substitutions needed to transform one string into another. The Longest Common Subsequence
(LCSS) [33] is one of the best known edit based measures. It allows not only time warping, as
DTW, but also gaps in comparison. Therefore, LCSS possesses two threshold parameters, ε and
δ, for point matching and warping, respectively.
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2.1.3. Feature based distance measures
This kind of measures has focus on extracting a number of features from the time series and
comparing the extracted features instead of the raw data. Such features can be selected by various
techniques, for example, using coefficients of a Wavelet Transform (DWT) as features [40]. In this
category, the INTPER measure computes the distance based on the integrated periodogram from
each series [10] and, then, it uses the Pearson correlation (COR) [19] to calculate the distance
between time series.
2.1.4. Structure based distance measures
Different from feature based measures, structure based measures try to identify higher-level
structures in the series. Some structure based measures use parametric models to represent the
series, for example, Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [32] or ARMA [37]. In these cases, the similarity
is measured by the probability of one modelled series produced by the underlying model of another.
There are other measures, which use the concept of compression (CDM) [22]. The idea is that when
concatenating and compressing two similar series, the compression ratio should be higher than the
simple concatenation of them.
2.2. Time series clustering
Clustering is one of the most common tasks in data mining. The goal is to divide data items into
groups according a pre-defined similarity or distance measure. More specifically, clusters should
maximize the intra-cluster similarity and minimize the inter-cluster similarity. In the context of
time series data mining, the same idea applies. Considering a set of time series, the goal is to find
groups of time series that are similar inside the cluster but are relatively different from times series
of other clusters.
Time series clustering algorithms can be broadly classified into two approaches: data adaptation
and algorithm adaptation [35]. The former extracts features arrays from each time series data and,
then, applies a conventional clustering algorithm. The latter modifies the traditional clustering
algorithms in such a way that they can handle time series directly. Next, we review representative
clustering methods following the above classification.
• Time series clustering based on data adaptation: This class of algorithms extracts some
features of input time series and, then, apply traditional clustering algorithms without any
change. The advantage of such an approach is that the feature extraction process can even-
tually reduce the amount of data and, consequently, reduce the processing time. Moreover,
better results can be obtained if the characterization process is able to remove noise and
filter out other kinds of irrelevant information. One shortcoming of this approach is the high
number of parameters that the algorithms should handle. Guo et. al. [20] present a tech-
nique that converts the raw data into a low dimensional array using independent component
analysis and, then, apply k-means for clustering. Zakaria et al. [39] propose an algorithm
that firstly extracts sub-sequences called shapelets, which are local patterns in a time series
and are highly predictive of a group. Then, the authors use the k-means algorithm to cluster
shapelets. Brandmaier [5] introduces a method called Permutation Distribution Clustering
(PDC) that makes an embedding of each time series into an m-dimensional space. The
permutation distribution is obtained by counting the frequency of distinct order patterns in
an m-embedding of the original time series. The embedding dimension m is automatically
chosen by PDC making it a parameter-free algorithm. The difference between time series is
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measured by the differences between their permutation distribution. After calculating this
difference for each pair of time series, a hierarchical clustering algorithm, like single-linkage
or complete-linkage, is applied to group similar series.
• Time series clustering based on algorithm adaptation: This class of algorithms adapts tradi-
tional clustering algorithms to deal with time series. The major modification is the distance
function that should be capable of distinguishing time series. For this purpose, various time
series similarity measures can be used in distance-based clustering algorithms. The problem
of this kind of algorithms is that the similarity measures usually consider all of the values,
even outliers and noise, in the series. Since all the data points are involved in the similarity
calculating, this approach demands much processing time and, thus, becomes infeasible to
larger datasets. Golay et al. [19] applied the fuzzy c-means algorithm to group time series
extracted from functional MRI data. Maharaj [24] proposed a method based on hypotheses
testing. It considers that two time series are different if they have significantly different gener-
ating processes. Instead of building a distance matrix D, this method constructs a P matrix
where pij corresponds to p-value obtained by testing if Xi and Xj were generated by the
same model. The clustering algorithm groups together time series that have p-values greater
than a significance level α previously specified by the user. Other adapted algorithms in-
clude Self-Organizing Maps (SOM) [6], Hidden Markov Models (HMM) [32] and Expectation
Maximization (EM) [36].
To our knowledge, there isn’t work in the literature, which uses network community detection
algorithms for time series clustering. The idea of using network theory to cluster time series was
first presented by Zhang et al. [41]. The method consists of the construction of a network where
each time series is represented by a vertex and each vertex is connected to its most similar one
using DTW. Rather than clustering all vertices, this method selects some candidates (vertices with
high degree) and considers that their neighbors belong to the same cluster. The authors proposed
a hierarchical clustering that uses an DTW-based function that measures the similarity between
clusters and iteratively merge the most similar ones.
As having been mentioned in the Introduction section, network representation has definite
advantage for characterizing global relationship among data samples and such an attractive feature
is far from well explored in time series analysis. For this reason, we here conduct a comprehensive
study on time series clustering using network representation. Specifically, we apply community
detection algorithms to produce time series clusters. Computer simulations show that our approach
has good performance. Moreover, it has the ability to identify arbitrary shape of clusters.
2.3. Community detection in networks
Network (or graph) is one of the most powerful mechanisms to represent objects and their
interactions or relations. Formally, a network is defined as follows.
Definition 2 (Network). A network (or a graph) G(V,E) is composed by a set of n vertices
V = {v1, . . . , vn} and a set of m edges E = {(vi, vj) | vi, vj ∈ V } where (vi, vj) is an edge that
connects two vertices vi and vj.
Many real world systems are naturally represented as networks. Examples include social net-
works, protein interaction networks, neural networks and many others [4]. In data analysis domain,
networks can be artificially constructed from the vector-based data format. One of the common
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ways to construct a network requires only a distance measure between the data samples in their
original dataset. In this case, each sample is represented as a vertex and it is connected to its k
most similar ones. Such networks are called k-nearest neighbor networks (k-NN). In a similar way,
network can be also constructed considering a threshold value ε. In this case, each pair of nodes
is connected if the similarity between them is higher than ε. The networks constructed in this
manner are called ε-nearest neighbor networks (ε-NN).
Communities are groups of highly connected vertices, while the connections between groups are
sparse (Fig. 2). Such structures are commonly observed in real world networks [18]. Community
detection is a task that involves searching for the cluster structure of vertices in a given network.
It is not a trivial task, since evaluating all clustering (partitions) possibilities is NP-hard problem
[14]. Because of this difficulty, many algorithms have been proposed to find out reasonable network
partitions in an efficient way.
Several algorithms have been developed based on a network measure called modularity score,
which measures how good is a particular partition of a network. In the Fast Greedy (FG) algorithm
[8], firstly, all edges are removed and each node itself is considered as a community. At each
iteration, the algorithm determines which of the original edge, if it is added to this network, would
generate the highest increase of the modularity. Then, this edge is inserted into the network and the
two vertices (or communities) are merged. This process continues until all communities are merged
resulting in just one community. Each iteration of the algorithm generates a possible solution but
the best partition is that one with the highest modularity. The Multilevel (ML) algorithm [3]
performs in the same way as FG, except that it does not stop when the highest modularity is
found. After that, each community is abstracted to a single vertex and the process starts again
with the merged communities. The process stops when there is just one vertex in the network.
Many other algorithms have been proposed using random walks to find communities. The idea
is that short random walks in the network tend to stay in the same community. The Walktrap (WT)
algorithm [28] uses the same greedy strategy as FG and ML; however, it chooses the communities
to be merged using a distance between vertices instead of using modularity. The distance is based
on the probability distribution of a specific vertex reaches each of the other ones in a random walk
of length t. If two vertices are in the same community, their probability distributions should be
similar and their distance tends to be 0. The authors also make a generalization of the distance to
communities and, at each iteration, the algorithm merges those two communities, which minimize
the mean of the squared distances between each vertex and its community.
Besides of the above mentioned algorithms, other strategies have also been considered to per-
form community detection. For example, the Label Propagation (LP) [29] algorithm uses the
concept of information diffusion in the network. It starts by giving a unique label to each vertex.
At each iteration, all vertices are visited in a random sequence and each one receives the label
with the highest occurrence of its neighbors. During the process, some labels disappear and oth-
ers dominate. The algorithm converges when the label of each vertex of the network is the label
of the majority of its neighbors. Finally, the communities are formed by vertices that share the
same label. The Infomap (IM) algorithm [30] use the concept of random walks and information
diffusion. The idea is compressing the description of information flows in the network described
by the trajectory of random walk. The result is a map that is a simplification of the network
and highlight important structures (communities) of the network. For a full review on community
detection algorithms, we refer the interested reader to [14].
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3. Description of the proposed method
The intuition behind our algorithm is simple. Each time series from a database is represented
by a vertex and a distance measure is used to determine the similarity among time series and
connect the most similar ones. As expected, similar time series tend to connect to each other
and form communities. Thus, we can apply community detection algorithms to detect time series
clusters. The idea of this algorithm is illustrated by Figure 2 and the whole process will be detailed
in the following.
Figure 2: Time series clustering using community detection in networks. First, we construct a network where every
vertex represents a time series connected to its most similar time series using a distance function. Then we apply
community detection algorithms in order to cluster time series. The communities are represented by vertices with
different colors.
More specifically, the proposed method is performed in 4 steps: 1) data normalization, 2) time
series distance calculation, 3) network construction and 4) community detection. Each step is
described as follows:
1. Normalization: The first step is a pre-processing stage that intends to scale the dataset. As
observed in [34], normalization improves the search of similar time series when they have
similar shapes but have different scales.
2. Distance measures: The second step consists of calculating the distance for each pair of time
series in the data set and construct a distance matrix D, where dij is the distance between
series Xi and XJ . A good choice of distance measure has strong influence on the network
construction and clustering result.
3. Network construction: This steps intends to transform the matrix D into a network. In
general, the two most used methods for network construction from a dataset are the k-NN
and ε-NN. The way how the network is constructed highly affects the clustering result.
4. Community detection: After the network is constructed, we apply community detection al-
gorithms in order to search for groups of densely connected vertices to form communities.
There are plenty of community detection algorithms that use different strategies and the
correct choosing again affects the clustering result.
All these steps are presented in Algorithm 1.
The time complexity is defined as the sum of the complexities of each step of the method and it
depends on the chosen algorithms and measures. Considering a dataset composed by n time series
all of length t, the z-score normalization of the dataset can be performed in O(nt). Also considering
that a time series measure can be calculated in a linear time (Table 1), the network construction
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Algorithm 1: Time series clustering
input: dataset, k or ε
1 begin
2 normalization(dataset);
3 D ← distanceMatrix(dataset);
4 G← netConstruction(D, k or ε );
5 C ← communityDetection(G);
6 end
needs O(n2t) computations. The time complexities for the community detection algorithms (Table
2) are usually lower than quadratic and even can be linear [31]; therefore, the complexity order of
the proposed method is O(n2t).
Notice that the most time-consuming process is calculating the distances between all pais of
data points, which is O(n2t). Therefore, any improvement of the nearest neighbor methods can be
implemented in our method to reduce the computation time. For example, in Ref. [7], the authors
proposes a divide and conquer method based on Lanczos Bisection for constructing a kNN graph
with complexity bounded by O(nt). Using this improvement, the complexity order of the proposed
time series clustering algorithm is reduced to O(nt).
4. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we present experimental results using the proposed methods. In order to make
reproducibility easier, we provide a web page containing the source code of our algorithm [13].
The experiments intend to find out the influence of the distance functions, network construction
methods and community detection algorithms on time series data clustering. Finally, we compare
our method to rival ones.
4.1. Experiment settings
For the experiments performed in this paper, we use 45 time series data sets from the UCR
repository [23]. These data sets are described in Appendix A. The experiments has objective to
check the performance of each combination of time series distance measures (Tab. 1), networks
construction methods (ε-NN or k-NN) and community detection algorithms (Tab. 2) to each data
sets. To compare the results, we use the Rand Index (RI) [21] that measures the percentage of
correct decisions made by the algorithms. The RI is defined as:
RI =
TP + TN
n(n− 1)/2 , (2)
where TP (true positive) is the numbers of pairs of time series that are correctly put in the same
cluster, TN (true negative) is the number of pairs that are correctly put in different clusters and
n is size of the data set. The RI for each clustering method is calculated comparing its result to
the correct clustering (labels) provided by the UCR.
We will vary the parameters to find out the best clustering result, characterized by the RI
index, for each data set. In the methods using k-NN, the best RI is achieved by varying parameter
k from 1 to n− 1. In the methods using ε-NN, the best RI is achieved by varying ε from min(D)
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to max(D) in 100 steps of (max(D) −min(D))/100, where D is the distance matrix. For a fair
comparison, the same procedure is considered in the rival methods.
The results are presented using box plots that use rectangles to represent the middle half of the
data divided by the median, represented by a black horizontal line. The vertical lines represent the
max and min values. Black dots inside the boxes represent the mean values. Black dots outside
the boxes represent the outlier values. For comparison purpose, we use non-parametric hypothesis
tests according to [11] and provide the p-values for the reader interpretation. In all the cases, we
consider a significance level of .05, i.e., p-values ≤ .05 indicates a strong evidence that one method
statistically better (or worse) than another. On the other hand, p-values close to 1 indicates that
the algorithms under comparison are statistically equivalent.
Table 1: Time series distance functions used in the experiments
Distance Cost Ref.
Manhattan (L1) O(t) [38]
Euclidean (ED) O(t) [38]
Infinite Norm (L∞) O(t) [38]
Dynamic Time Warp (DTW) O(t2) [2]
Short Time Series (STS) O(t) [26]
DISSIM O(t2) [15]
Complexity-Invariant (CID) O(t) [1]
Wavelet Transform (DWT) O(t) [40]
Pearson Correlation (COR) O(t) [19]
Integrated Periodogram (INTPER) O(t) [10]
t is the length of the series;
Table 2: Community detection algorithms used in the
experiments
Algorithm Cost Ref.
Fast Greedy (FG) O(n. log2 n) [8]
Multilevel (ML) O(m) [3]
Walktrap (WT)a O(n2. log n) [28]
Infomap (IM)b O(m) [30]
Label Propagation (LP) O(m+ n) [29]
a Walk length = 4;
b Num. of trials to partition the network nb.trials = 10.
4.2. Network construction influence
The first experiment consists of evaluating the influence of the network construction on the
community detection process. We verify how the parameters k and ε from the k-NN and ε-
NN methods influence the network construction in order to provide a good strategy for correctly
choosing these parameter and therefore get good clustering results. We start by running our
method for all combinations of data sets, time series distance measures and community detection
algorithms for various values of k and ε. The results are shown in Figure 3.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3: Influence of the parameters (a) k and (b) ε on the resulting number of communities. Weak (gray) lines
represent the normalized real variation of the parameter for each combination of data sets, time series measures
and community detection algorithms. The strongest line (blue) is a interpolation of all results, showing the average
behavior. The k-NN construction method just allows discrete values of k while the ε-NN method accepts continuous
values. This difference explains why the k-NN interpolation presents the sharpest decrease. In small datasets, k can
assume just a few values and it makes that small variations of k can result in a densely connected network.
When k and ε are small, vertices tend to make just few connections, which, in turn, generate
many network components (a component is a connected subgraphs). As a result, community
detection algorithms will produce a high number of clusters. On the other hand, if k and ε are
high enough, all pairs of vertices tend to be connected, leading to a fully-connected network. In this
case, all vertices are considered in one big community. Examples of these behaviors are depicted in
Fig. 4. So the best clustering are usually achieved when intermediate values of k and ε are chosen.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4: Example of the influence of the network construction method on the clustering result for the coffee data
set (28 time series divided in 2 classes). In this case, we constructed three k-NN networks with the INTPER
measure. Vertices colors represent the communities found with the fast greedy algorithm. (a) k = 1 results in a
disconnected network where every component is a community (RI=0.64). (b) k = 7 creates a connected network
with 2 communities that correctly clustered all the time series (RI=1). (c) k = 27 creates a fully connected network
where the whole network form just one big community (RI=0.48).
We also would like to check which method is better between k-NN and ε-NN. In the following
experiment, we compare the best rand results achieved with both methods for each combination
of datasets, distance measures and community detection algorithms. Tab. 3 shows some statistics
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of the clustering results using the two different methods. Using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test
(one-tailed) [11], we conclude that, at a significance level of .05, the ε-NN method presents larger
rand indexes (p-value ≤ .0001), indicating that it is a better method.
Table 3: Performance of the two network con-
struction methods.
Network Rand Index
Method Median Mean Std
ε-NN 0.8436 0.8133 0.1284
k-NN 0.8256 0.8012 0.1335
4.3. Time series distance function influence
Another factor, which may influence the performance of our method, is the time series distance
function. Thus, we conduct studies to verify which one is the best for the clustering technique
presented in this paper. For this purpose, we group the results by distance measures and plotted
a boxplot. The results are shown in Figure 5.
Figure 5: Box plot with the best rand distribution divided by measures and networks construction method. Measures
with different letters (A, B, C or D) mean that they presented significant difference using the Nemenyi test and a
significance level of .05.
According to the Friedman test, for both network construction methods, clustering results using
different distance measures are significantly different (p-value ≤ .0001). Hence, we proceed to the
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Nemenyi test to search for groups of similar measures. The real p-values are available in [13].
According to the results, DTW measure presents the best results for both network construction
methods. However, we cannot statistically affirm that it is a better measure. According to the
Nemenyi test, we can affirm that, at a significance level of .05, L∞, STS and INTPER present
worse results than other distance measures for both methods of network construction.
4.4. Community detection algorithm influence
The third influence factor to our method is related to the community detection algorithm.
Choosing a right algorithm can lead to better clustering results. So, we here verify which community
detection algorithm is better for time series data clustering. For each combination of datasets and
distance measures, we calculate the best rand index for each algorithm and plot a box plot, shown
in Figure 6. The results are divided into two parts regarding the two network construction methods
(k and ε) and, apparently, seems to be similar for both methods.
Figure 6: Box plot with the best rand distribution divided by community detection algorithms and networks con-
struction method. Algorithms with different letters (A, B or C) mean that they presented significant difference using
the Nemenyi test and a significance level of .05.
To check whether the algorithms really have similar performance, we use the Friedman test [11]
to compare the 5 algorithms and check whether there is a significant difference in the results. We
conclude that, at a significance level of .05, for both network construction methods, the algorithms
do not present similar results (p-value ≤ .0001). Thus, the next step of our analysis consists of
making a post-hoc analysis to check the difference between the algorithms. In this case, we use the
Nemenyi test [11] to compare pairs of algorithms. The real p-values are available in [13]. For the
k-NN method, we find that the Walktrap algorithm is, at a significance level of .05, better than
the others. For the ε-NN method, the results show that the Fast Greedy and multilevel algorithms
present statistically similar results and these are better than the Infomap, label propagation and
Walktrap algorithm.
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4.5. Comparison to rival Methods
Now we present a comparison of our approach to other time series clustering methods. For this
comparison, we chose the combination of network construction method, the distance function and
the community detection algorithm , which leads to the best experimental results so far. The first
step consists of evaluating which algorithm achieves the best median value. We opt to compare
the median instead of average because it is less sensitive to outliers [11]. The result is presented in
Tab. 4.
Table 4: Performance of different combinations of networks construction
methods, distance functions and community detection algorithms.
Network Dist Community Rand Index
Method Func. Detect. Alg. Median Mean Std
ε-NN DTW multilevel 0.8671 0.8309 0.1309
k-NN DTW fastgreedy 0.8644 0.8207 0.1381
k-NN DTW walktrap 0.8644 0.8283 0.1297
k-NN DTW infomap 0.8642 0.8191 0.1431
ε-NN DTW infomap 0.8642 0.8225 0.1360
ε-NN DTW walktrap 0.8642 0.8281 0.1283
...
...
...
...
...
...
k-NN L∞ label prop. 0.8163 0.7831 0.1408
k-NN ED fastgreedy 0.8127 0.7958 0.1310
k-NN STS infomap 0.8073 0.7812 0.1415
k-NN STS fastgreedy 0.8016 0.7822 0.1294
k-NN STS multilevel 0.8016 0.7802 0.1307
k-NN STS label prop. 0.7980 0.7751 0.1388
Results were sorted by the median values
According to Tab. 4, the best results for the community detection approach is achieved by using
the multilevel algorithm with the ε-NN construction method and the DTW distance function. This
result confirms to all the studies of influences previously presented in this paper.
For comparison purpose, we firstly consider some classic clustering algorithms: k-medoids,
complete-linkage, single-linkage, average-linkage, median-linkage, centroid-linkage and diana [16].
For a fair comparison, we firstly find out which distance function leads to the better results for
each rival method. Once again, we use the median to rank the results, that are presented in Tab.
5.
Besides of those classic clustering algorithms, we also consider three up-to-date ones: Zhang’s
method [41], Maharaj’s method [24] and PDC [5] (briefly described in Sec. 2.2). For Zhang’s
method, we vary the number of clustering candidates from 1 to the size of each dataset and report
the best RI. In Maharaj’s method, we search for the best RI varying the significance level α from
0 to 1 in steps of 0.5. For PDC, we use the complete linkage clustering algorithm and report the
best RI from the hierarchy. Tables 6 and 7 show the best rand index for each algorithm and the
corresponding data set. Figure 7 summarizes this information in a box plot.
We use the Wilcoxon paired test to compare our method to all other ones. To compensate the
multiple pairwise comparison, we use the Holm-Bonferroni adjusting method [11]. At a significance
level of .05, we conclude that the community detection approach presents better results (p-values
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Table 5: Best time series measures for each of the rival methods
Clustering Dist Rand index
Algorithm Func. Median Mean Std
Diana DTW 0.8596 0.8167 0.1369
Centroid Linkage DTW 0.8593 0.8075 0.1306
Single Linkage DTW 0.8593 0.8164 0.1320
Median Linkage DTW 0.8591 0.8075 0.1294
Average Linkage CID 0.8575 0.8138 0.1375
k-medoids (PAM) COR 0.8534 0.8113 0.1310
Complete Linkage DTW 0.8501 0.8214 0.1249
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Figure 7: Box plot with the comparison of different time series clustering algorithms.
≤ .02) than k-medoids (PAM), diana, median-linkage, centroid-linkage, Zhang’s method [41], Ma-
haraj’s method [24] and PDC [5]. Even though our approach has presented higher median and
mean values, we cannot conclude that it is statistically better than complete-linkage, single-linkage
and average-linkage (p-values ≤ .32) yet.
4.6. Detecting time series clusters with time-shifts
Clustering algorithms should be capable of detecting groups of time series that have similar
variations in time. To exemplify the efficiency of our method in detecting similarity with time shifts,
we consider the Cylinder-Bell-Funnel (CBF) data set, that is formed by 30 time series of length
128 divided into 3 groups [17]. Each group is defined by a specific pattern. The cylinder group of
series is characterized by a plateau, the bell group by an increasing linear ramp followed by a sharp
decrease and the funnel group by a sharp increase followed by a decreasing ramp. Even composed
by a small number of time series, this data set presents characteristics that make difficult the
detection of similarity. In this data set, the starting time, the duration and the amplitude patterns
among the time series of the same group are different. A random Gaussian noise is also added to
the series to reproduce the natural behavior. Figure 8 shows the CBF data set.
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Table 6: Best rand index for each clustering algorithm I
Multilevel k-Medoids Diana Complete Single Average
ε-NN (COR) (DTW) Linkage Linkage Linkage
(DTW) (DTW) (DTW) (CID)
adiac 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
beef 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
car 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.77
cbf 0.96 0.73 0.88 0.92 0.82 0.85
chlorine concentration 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59
cinc ecg torso 0.75 0.83 0.76 0.76 0.75 0.82
coffee 0.60 0.86 0.58 0.58 0.62 0.58
cricket x 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
cricket y 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
cricket z 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
diatom size reduction 0.97 0.96 0.93 0.85 0.93 1.00
ecg five days 0.63 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.60 0.55
ecg 0.61 0.66 0.57 0.68 0.57 0.70
face all 0.96 0.94 0.95 0.95 0.94 0.94
face four 0.90 0.78 0.83 0.91 0.79 0.79
faces ucr 0.94 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.92 0.92
fish 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.88
gun 0.60 0.60 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.63
haptics 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
inlineskate 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86
italy power demand 0.71 0.88 0.69 0.70 0.68 0.71
lighting2 0.64 0.55 0.57 0.70 0.61 0.55
lighting7 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.86
mallat 0.94 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.91 0.94
medical images 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69
mote strain 0.78 0.66 0.65 0.64 0.61 0.58
oliveoil 0.88 0.91 0.86 0.82 0.87 0.90
osuleaf 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.82 0.83
plane 1.00 0.97 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.98
sony AIBO Robot surface ii 0.83 0.74 0.77 0.74 0.82 0.74
sony AIBO Robot surface 0.85 0.69 0.86 0.73 0.92 0.94
starlightcurves 0.83 0.82 0.83 0.83 0.83 0.83
swedishleaf 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.94
symbols 0.97 0.95 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.96
synthetic control 0.95 0.89 0.94 0.92 0.87 0.89
trace 0.87 0.76 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.86
two lead ecg 0.61 0.56 0.59 0.68 0.62 0.57
two patterns 1.00 0.75 0.94 0.94 0.98 0.75
uwavegesturelibrary x 0.89 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89
uwavegesturelibrary y 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
uwavegesturelibrary z 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.89 0.89
wafer 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82
word synonyms 0.91 0.91 0.92 0.91 0.92 0.92
words50 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96 0.96
yoga 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.52 0.51
Median 0.87 0.85 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86
Mean 0.83 0.81 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.81
St.D. 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.12 0.13 0.14
Using our approach, we build a ε-NN (ε = 58.87) with DTW and then apply the multilevel
community detection algorithm. The result (Fig. 9) is a network with 3 communities, each one
representing an original cluster of the data set. Our approach correctly finds out all the time series
clusters, except the one with label “3” in Fig. 9. In this simulation, we get RI = 0.96 for our
method. The rival method (Tab. 5) that achieves the best clustering result for this data set is the
complete linkage with DTW: RI = 0.91.
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Table 7: Best rand index for each clustering algorithm II
Median Centroid Zhang Maharaj PDC
Linkage Linkage [41] [24] Comp. Link.
(DTW) (DTW) [5]
adiac 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97 0.97
beef 0.83 0.83 0.80 0.83 0.83
car 0.77 0.78 0.76 0.76 0.76
cbf 0.74 0.74 0.92 0.68 0.69
chlorine concentration 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59
cinc ecg torso 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.89
coffee 0.59 0.61 0.58 0.52 0.52
cricket x 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
cricket y 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
cricket z 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92 0.92
diatom size reduction 0.87 0.87 0.95 0.74 0.76
ecg five days 0.64 0.63 0.60 0.59 0.57
ecg 0.57 0.60 0.56 0.68 0.57
face all 0.93 0.93 0.95 0.93 0.93
face four 0.79 0.78 0.82 0.75 0.76
faces ucr 0.93 0.93 0.94 0.91 0.91
fish 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.86 0.86
gun 0.62 0.58 0.59 0.51 0.54
haptics 0.80 0.80 0.79 0.80 0.80
inlineskate 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.86 0.86
italy power demand 0.64 0.62 0.70 0.53 0.52
lighting2 0.65 0.62 0.62 0.55 0.55
lighting7 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.84 0.84
mallat 0.92 0.91 0.94 0.87 0.89
medical images 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.68
mote strain 0.63 0.63 0.62 0.53 0.66
oliveoil 0.87 0.88 0.83 0.73 0.72
osuleaf 0.82 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82
plane 0.95 0.95 1.00 0.86 0.86
sony AIBO Robot surface ii 0.73 0.73 0.79 0.71 0.51
sony AIBO Robot surface 0.92 0.92 0.73 0.72 0.86
starlightcurves 0.81 0.83 0.81 0.57 0.62
swedishleaf 0.94 0.94 0.94 0.93 0.94
symbols 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.83 0.94
synthetic control 0.86 0.86 0.94 0.84 0.84
trace 0.86 0.87 0.87 0.84 0.75
two lead ecg 0.58 0.58 0.58 0.52 0.55
two patterns 0.90 0.92 0.98 0.75 0.75
uwavegesturelibrary x 0.88 0.89 0.89 0.88 0.88
uwavegesturelibrary y 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
uwavegesturelibrary z 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88
wafer 0.83 0.82 0.82 0.82 1.00
word synonyms 0.92 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91
words50 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.96
yoga 0.51 0.51 0.51 0.50 0.52
Median 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.82 0.83
Mean 0.81 0.81 0.81 0.77 0.77
St.D. 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.14 0.15
4.7. Efficiency to detect shape patterns
In some cases, the similarity of time series is defined by repeating patterns that should be
efficiently detected by clustering algorithms. We exemplify the efficiency of our method to detect
different shape patterns in time series considering the two patterns data set [17]. It is composed
by 1000 time series of length 128 divided into four groups. These groups are characterized by the
occurrence of two different patterns in a defined order: an upward step (which goes from -5 to
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 8: The Cylinder-Bell-Funnel (CBF) data set is composed by three groups of series: (a) the cylinder group of
series is characterized by a plateau, (b) the bell group by an increasing linear ramp followed by a sharp decrease and
(c) the funnel group by a sharp increase followed by a decreasing ramp.
Figure 9: Network representation of the CBF data set using the ε-NN construction method (ε = 58.87) with DTW.
Vertices colors indicate the 3 communities that represent each group of time series illustrated in Fig. 8. All the 30
time series were correctly clustered, except one (RI = 0.96). The time series with label “3” belongs to community
of color blue (bottom).
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 10: The two patterns data set is composed by the sequence of two patterns: an upward (U) step, which goes
from −5 to 5, and a downward (D) step, which goes from 5 to −5. The order which these patterns occur define each
group: (a) UU, (b) UD, (c) DU and (d) DD.
5) and a downward step (which goes from 5 to -5). Using these two patterns, it is possible to
define 4 groups: UU, UD, DU and DD. The group UU is defined by two upward steps, UD is
defined by an upward step followed by a downward step, and the same logic defines DD and DU
groups. According to these definition, clustering algorithms should be capable of detecting the
order of patterns to correctly distinguish UD and DU. To make the problem harder, the position
and duration of the patterns are randomized in such a way that there is no overlap. Around
patterns, the series is characterized by an independent Gaussian noise. Figure 10 illustrates the 4
groups of the data set.
Figure 11: Network representation of the two patterns data set using the ε-NN construction method (ε = 44.91)
with DTW. Vertices colors indicate the 4 communities that represent each group of time series illustrated in Fig. 10.
All the 1000 time series were correctly clustered (RI = 1).
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Using the ε-NN construction method (ε = 44.91) with DTW, it is possible to construct a
network as shown in Fig. 11, which represents the two patterns data set. After applying the
multilevel community detection algorithm to this network, we get 4 communities, representing
each group of time series. All the 1000 time series are correctly clustered (RI = 1). The rival
method (Tab. 5) that achieves the best clustering result for this data set is the single linkage with
DTW: RI = 0.97.
5. Conclusion
In this paper we present benefits of using community detection algorithms to perform time
series clustering. According to the experimental results, we conclude that the best results are
achieved using the ε-NN construction method with the DTW distance function and the multilevel
community detection algorithm among the combinations under study. We have observed that
intermediate values of k and ε lead to better clustering results (Sec. 4.2).
For a fair comparison, we have also verified which distance function works better with each of
the rival algorithms (Tab. 5). We compare those algorithms to our method using different data sets
and we confirm that our method outperformed in most of the tested datasets. We have observed
that our method has ability to detect groups of series even presenting time shifts and amplitude
variations. All the facts indicate that using community detection algorithms for time series data
clustering is an interesting approach.
Another advantage of the proposed approach is that it can be easily fit to specific clustering
problems by changing the network construction method, the distance function or the community
detection algorithm. Another advantage is that general improvements on these subroutines are
applicable to our method.
The proposed method has been developed considering only on univariate time series. However,
the same idea can be extended to multivariate time series clustering at least in the following ways: 1)
changing the time series distance function. In this case, we just need to use a new distance function
designed for multivariate time series. The network construction method and the clustering method
remain the same. 2) Changing the clustering method. In this case, a new clustering method has to
be developed to deal with every series variables. One possible way is to apply our method to each
variable and then use some criteria to merge the clustering results. As a future work, we plan to
address this problem.
In this paper, we have made statistical comparisons of clustering accuracy based on the rand
index. Although it is a good measure and presents good results, it would be interesting to evaluate
the simulation results using different indexes. Another point is that we have compared the best
rand indexes searching from a variation of k and ε. In many real datasets, it would be infeasible
to do such a searching due to the time consuming. As future works, we plan to propose automatic
strategies for choosing the best number of neighbors (k and ε) and speeding up the network
construction method, instead of using the naive method. We also plan to apply the idea to solve
other kinds of problems in time series analysis, such as time series prediction.
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Appendix A. Data Set Description
In the simulations of this paper, we have used 45 time series data sets taken from the UCR
repository [23]. This repository is composed of real and synthetic data sets divided in training and
test sets. For our experiments, we consider only the training set and the test sets are discarded.
These datasets have been generated by various authors and donated to the UCR repository. The
labels of each dataset are not defined by the UCR, but are defined by the authors themselves
according to the specific dataset domain. Therefore, we have to assume that the labels are correct.
Table A.8 describes each data set used in this paper.
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Table A.8: The UCR time series data sets used in the ex-
periments
Data set Num. Time series Num.
objects length classes
Adiac 390 176 37
Beef 30 470 5
Car 60 577 4
CBF 30 128 3
ChlorineConcentration 467 166 3
CinC ECG torso 40 1639 4
Coffee 28 286 2
Cricket X 390 300 12
Cricket Y 390 300 12
Cricket Z 390 300 12
DiatomSizeReduction 16 345 4
ECG 100 96 2
ECGFiveDays 23 136 2
Face (all) 560 131 14
Face (four) 24 350 4
FacesUCR 200 131 14
Fish 175 463 7
Gun-Point 50 150 2
Haptics 155 1092 5
InlineSkate 100 1882 7
ItalyPowerDemand 67 24 2
Lightning-2 60 637 2
Lightning-7 70 319 7
MALLAT 55 1024 8
MedicalImages 381 99 10
MoteStrain 20 84 2
OliveOil 30 570 4
OSU Leaf 200 427 6
Plane 105 144 7
SonyAIBORobot Surface 20 70 2
SonyAIBORobot SurfaceII 27 65 2
StarLightCurves 1000 1024 3
Swedish Leaf 500 128 15
Symbols 25 398 6
Synthetic Control 300 60 6
Trace 100 275 4
Two Patterns 1000 128 4
TwoLeadECG 23 82 2
uWaveGestureLibrary X 896 315 8
uWaveGestureLibrary Y 896 315 8
uWaveGestureLibrary Z 896 315 8
Wafer 1000 152 2
WordsSynonyms 267 270 25
Words 50 450 270 50
Yoga 300 426 2
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